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LTIM Infinity  is one of the only comprehensive 

cloud lifecycle platform bringing cloud transformations 

at exponential speed. The efficiency kits within the 

LTIM Infinity platform provide accelerated cloud 

lifecycle assessment, migration and modernization, 

better governance, operations, and FinOps to drive 

agile, scalable, and consistent outcomes. 
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LTIM Infinity, a comprehensive cloud transformation platform, enables cloud lifecycle excellence across 

assessment,migration and modernization, better governance, operations, and FinOps to provide agile, 

scalable, andconsistent outcomes.
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LTIMindtree is a global technology consulting and digital solutions company that enables enterprises across 
industries to reimagine business models, accelerate innovation, and maximize growth by harnessing digital
technologies. As a digital transformation partner to more than 700 clients, LTIMindtree brings extensive domain 
and technology expertise to help drive superior competitive differentiation, customer experiences, and
business outcomes in a converging world. Powered by 82,000+ talented and entrepreneurial professionals 
across more than 30 countries, LTIMindtree — a Larsen & Toubro Group company — combines the
industry-acclaimed strengths of erstwhile Larsen and Toubro Infotech and Mindtree in solving the most complex 
business challenges and delivering transformation at scale. For more information, please
visit https://www.ltimindtree.com/
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